stepped out from there were nine more in the room, each a metal tube with a black glass shell and a
nice leather bed inside. Several monitors and computer terminals lined one side of the room, tables and
medical equipment along the side opposite the ten capsules. The room had no windows, but Mitch then
remembered that they were in the basement of the military installation. For a second Mitch couldn't
remember where exactly he was, but he soon remembered it was a secretive base near Quantico,
Virginia, that he only knew as “Project Oasis”.
“Okay, so we're at Project Oasis, you're Colonel Hendrix, and Doctor Chopra's the guy in
charge of the science here while you're General Taylor's effective guy in charge of this whole thing,”
recapped Mitch as he took a couple of steps, getting his legs to work after only slightly more effort than
normal. “And I'm not Michael Storm, karate master, but Mitchell Shinada. I think my brain's back on
track. Please tell me I didn't forget my own name...”
“Michael Storm, huh?” chuckled Hendrix as Perkins returned, having barely been gone more
than a few seconds, a pair of simple black slippers now on his tray. “Yes, you're correct. Glad to see
there's no lasting damage.”
“Yeah... wait, has there been?” demanded Mitch, nearly dropping the slippers as he took them
from Perkins.
“No, but I'd have hated for that to start now,” Hendrix assured Mitch, who had awkwardly
dropped the slippers on the floor and tried to get his feet inside them. “Michael Storm... So you actually
adopted a new moniker for yourself inside the simulation?”
“Inside the game, yes, I did,” corrected Mitch, managing to get one slipper on. “Don't call it a
simulation: simulations don't make you so strong you can drop green-skinned pigmen with one blow
each. That's a freaking video game... Which I guess does make the beta test claim you lured me here
with accurate on that count at least.”
“Like I said, not lies, just never whole truths,” insisted Hendrix, Mitch managing to get his
other slipper on. “Doctor Chopra will of course give you all the finer details, but from my
observations? I don't think I've seen another candidate do as well at the simulation-”
“Video game.”
“-at the game, as you,” finished Hendrix, correcting himself but also frowning at Mitch's
interruption. “Now, if you'll follow me...” Hendrix started to walk away from Mitch, headed past the
monitors where a couple of people in polo shirts were inspecting a plethora of information that was
being displayed. Mitch had been disappointed when he'd first arrived that there weren't more people
wearing lab coats, the people working around the project space looking more like employees at a
computer store than scientists.
“Thanks Perkins,” offered Mitch, placing the drained glass of electrolyte juice back on Perkins's
tray before moving to follow Hendrix. Mitch's legs were resistant to moving more than a couple of
steps but he forced them forward, aches be damned. As he walked however Mitch thought back to the
night he'd been contacted, the email that had seen him dragged from his home in Seattle all the way to
just outside of Washington D.C.
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